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China Insight: USD70bn of MSCI-driven Inflows Reaching China
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p8-9
The rising representation of A shares in global indexes, together with our
observation that EM funds are currently underweight the market, could
potentially create active (and some involuntarily) allocation demand to
China A over the next few months.

USD/JPY – Bulls Eyeing 2017-18 Highs
- by Andrew Dowdell, p11
Look to buy near 110.36/00 for an advance towards the 114.55/115.51 area. 
Below 108.50 threatens further congestion/test lower.

UK 10yr Yield – Decline Targets 1.121/1.103, Perhaps 1.046
- by Ed Blake, p12
Watch for a return to strong support between 1.103-1.121, with scope to
1.046/0.951 on a sustained downside break. Reverse position on a clearance
of 1.326/1.376.

Gold/Oil Ratio – Topping Pattern Suggests Risk to 18.09/15.90
- by Ed Blake, p13
Look to sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await a ratio decline
through 18.09 targeting 15.90, perhaps 13.88 on extension. Stop and
reverse above 21.90.

The Only Hope For The EMU Economy Is …
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p3
The ECB launched a 4-pronged attack on slowing growth:
1. Time contingent rates guidance.  No rate hike at least until the end of 
2019.
2. Launch of new TLTRO series.
3. QE reinvestments to carry on well past the first rate hike.
4. Full allotment of refi ops to carry on until end of March 2021 
maintenance period.

EUR/SEK Abandons Short-Lived Downturn
- by Rachel Bex, p4
EUR/SEK looked to have begun a fresh downward trend at the start of last
week after PMI data pointed to a stabilisation in economic activity, while
hawkish Skingsley comments suggested an H2 hike is still firmly on the
cards. Selling in the cross was disrupted later in the week however, after the
CB member admitted that local macro data had been weaker than forecast.

Banxico Rate Cuts Eyed Amid Economic Weakness & Easing Inflationary 
Pressures - by Natalie Rivett, p5-6
A rather balanced monetary policy statement from Banxico in February on
the risks to inflation and growth suggested to us that policy tightening is
over, following 100bp of hikes last year. The central bank has since trimmed
its economic growth forecasts for 2019 and 2020.

Know The Flows: ECB Confirms Signal That Europe Fund Flows Sent in 
February - by Cameron Brandt, p7
Investors acting on the conviction that Europe faces a tough year,
economically and politically, and that these trends will force the European
Central Bank to shelve its cautious normalization of the Eurozone’s
monetary policy, spent February pulling more money out of Europe Equity
Funds while rebuilding their positions in Europe Bond Funds…
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The ECB launched a 4-pronged attack on slowing growth:

1. Time contingent rates guidance.  No rate hike at least until the end of 
2019.

2. Launch of new TLTRO series.

3. QE reinvestments to carry on well past the first rate hike.

4. Full allotment of refi ops to carry on until end of March 2021 
maintenance period.

The major surprises were the depth of the 2019 growth downgrade
(1.1% versus 1.4% market consensus) and the announcement of TLTRO
III details. Inflation forecasts were also reduced across the 3-year
horizon. On the former, it is interesting to note that 2020 and 2021
were hardly changed. This has led to some quarters accusing the ECB of
panic measures. The 2019 growth revision was also used to partly justify
the new TLTROs. Many suspect the growth downgrade is a convenient
excuse to support a banking sector which in some jurisdictions still
struggle with a heavy NPL burden and will fail to meet NSFR criteria after
June (the September TLTRO start doesn’t answer what will happen
during the June-September period. There remains the risk of a funding
spike induced credit crunch). Although the MRO link does make it more
expensive than TLTRO with its Depo Rate link. The political failure to
push a proper banking union doesn’t help either.

The market response isn’t one where economic growth is expected to
take off. The EStoxx bank index is lower. A function of lower for longer
rates and less attractive TLTRO terms. Defensives were the best
performer. The EUR OIS curve pushed rate lift off into Q4 2020. EGB
yield curves flattened sharply, risk spreads narrowed significantly (10-
year BTP at one stage down 30bp on the week) and the Euro weakened.
Curve flattening at least eases financial conditions.

Is this package enough? ABN Amro do not think so. With the balance of
risks still tilted to the downside,

‘ … some further downgrades of its growth and core inflation forecasts 
may come in June.’

On the inflation downgrade,

‘there is a significant risk that inflation expectations become dislodged.’

ABN think that the ECB will need to push rate lift guidance further out 
(as some on the GC already wanted).  And, 

‘If the outlook were to deteriorate further than we think, the next step 
would be to re-launch the asset purchase programme.’

Saxo’s John Hardy notes:

‘The only policy options that will move the needle of growth for Europe 
from here will be fiscal.’

He is far from alone in this thought.

The Only Hope For The EMU Economy Is …
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/124615/IGM_Weekly_-_8_March_2019.pdf


EUR/SEK looked to have begun a fresh downward trend at the start of
last week after PMI data pointed to a stabilisation in economic activity,
while hawkish Skingsley comments suggested an H2 hike is still firmly on
the cards.

Selling in the cross was disrupted later in the week however, after the CB
member admitted that local macro data had been weaker than forecast,
while Ingves suggested that inflation was to be watched very closely,
with risks to the outlook still very much dependent on external
uncertainties such as the US-China trade conflict, Brexit woes and the EZ
slowdown.

To this, latest developments within the ECB have understandably had a
detrimental impact on the Sek, not only because markets tend to shift
their policy expectations in Sweden to fit that of Europe, but more so
due to the increasingly concerning growth outlook in the euro area.

Indeed, while the Riksbank has repeatedly said that it can go ahead with
rate hikes even if the ECB doesn't, the downwardly revised growth and
inflation forecasts in Europe will be an important driver of local
considerations.

Riksbank member Floden, also speaking last week, cited the marked
slowdown in the euro area, but conceded that he saw continued strong
Swedish growth despite this, and was surprised that the Krona was as
weak as it was. Nonetheless, he admitted he was seeing the tendency of
inflation expectations ticking down, adding that Sek weakness will have a
short term inflation impact which will need to be weighed into policy.

To this, Swedish inflation data this week and for March will be "very
important".

Consensus looks for a slight uptick in the key CPIF rate to 2.1% from 2.05
last. This should be enough to appease those still looking for an H2 hike,
although anything below that forecast will likely keep the SEK under
modest pressure over the short-term term, into the inflation release on

April 11 and next Riksbank decision on 25th April.

Buying headline dips into 10.55 now looks feasible from a short term
perspective.

Techs note:

• Resumes course towards the Aug 2018 peak at 10.7291, after
piercing the 21 Feb 10.6319 prior recovery higher earlier today

• Below 10.5544 stalls the advance risking back to 10.4938/.4656 prior
reaction lows (near a rising 2+ month trendline drawn from the 31
Dec/23 Jan lows - approx 10.46)

EUR/SEK Abandons Short-Lived Downturn
By Rachel Bex with technical analysis from Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page
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A rather balanced monetary policy statement from Banxico in February
on the risks to inflation and growth suggested to us that policy
tightening is over, following 100bp of hikes last year. The central bank
has since trimmed its economic growth forecasts for 2019 and 2020, as
outlined in the latest Quarterly Report, and this deteriorating growth
picture, together with an easing of inflationary pressures has now left us
considering the prospect of rate cuts before the year is out. Prior to the
February meeting, we were expecting to see one more rate hike this
year.

Deceleration in GDP growth to continue, potentially easing inflationary
pressures

The central bank now sees GDP growth between 1.1%-2.1% this year
and 1.7%-2.7% the next, from prior estimates of 1.7%-2.7% and 2.0%-
3.0% respectively. This echoes a series of reductions from analysts and
the IMF and follows a run of disappointing data in recent months, that
culminated in a slightly greater than expected cooling of the economy in
the final quarter of 2018. That meant full year growth of just 2% and for
a second year running (the slowest pace since 2013).

Banxico noted that weakness in domestic demand towards the end of
2018 suggests the deceleration in economic growth may continue in
early 2019 and highlighted the potential crimping of growth from the
persistence of recent fuel shortages, road blockades and strikes.

The slight improvement to the Bank's inflation outlook on balance
creates some room for moderate cuts in the second half of 2019. The
most significant revision is that of Q1, with inflation now seen 0.3ppts
lower than the prior report, at 4.1%, and if we look a little further out,
CPI is projected to ease below the 3% (+/-1ppt) target in H2 - reaching
2.7% in the fourth quarter.

The central bank expects the yearly inflation rate to re-enter the target
range in Q3 this year, but inflation has already returned within this
range, and at a low since late 2016 of 3.94% y/y in February. This
potentially sets the stage for a faster than expected improvement,

particularly when set against the backdrop of weakening economic
activity.

Admittedly, inflation expectations are still a source of concern for
Banxico, as they remain above the 3% mid-target for 2019 and 2020.
Forecasts for 2019 have nevertheless come down in recent months, to
3.67% per the latest central bank economist survey (refer to the
following dashboard) and we feel there is scope for further moderation
in due course as inflation continues to converge towards target.

Policy easing expectations to build over coming months, with scope for
50bp cuts by year-end

We would not be surprised to see Banxico start shifting towards a
neutral stance as soon as the March 28th meeting; paving the way for up
to two 25bp rate cuts by year-end (to 7.50%) and with the easing cycle
to potentially begin as soon as August if economic weakness proves
deeper than expected and there is no sharp increase in Peso volatility
(recent USD strength and ongoing Pemex woes are key risks here).

We would also argue the Fed's patient/data dependent stance with
regards to the hiking cycle somewhat eases pressure on Banxico to
maintain such a wide interest rate differential of 575bp (which has been
in place for almost two years).

At the very beginning of the year the market was expecting 50bp of
hikes (to 8.50%) in twelve months, but the implied policy curve has
already started to shift and is now pricing in circa 10bp of cuts within six
months, increasing to 45bp in twelve months. We would expect rate cut
expectations to steadily build and this is likely to make bets on lower
short term rates popular, potentially driving a bear steepening of the
Mexican yield curve, which has been stuck in a ca. 0-50bp range since
December. We will also be keeping an eye on the EPFR-tracked Mexican
focused Bond Fund flows, to see if the upward trend so far this year can
be sustained (see the following dashboard).

continued page 6

Banxico Rate Cuts Eyed Amid Economic Weakness & Easing Inflationary Pressures
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst Back to Index Page



Banxico Rate Cuts Eyed Amid Economic Weakness & Easing Inflationary Pressures …cont’d
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Investors acting on the conviction that Europe faces a tough year,
economically and politically, and that these trends will force the
European Central Bank to shelve its cautious normalization of the
Eurozone’s monetary policy, spent February pulling more money out of
Europe Equity Funds while rebuilding their positions in Europe Bond
Funds. The first week of March saw their predictions confirmed.
Following its March 7 policy meeting, the ECB unveiled new stimulus
measures and pushed back the date it expects to start raising interest
rates in order to combat what it characterized as “a sizeable moderation
in the pace of the economic expansion that will extend into the current
year.”

The ECB’s announcement came on the heels of China’s admission that
growth this year will likely be slower that last year’s nearly three-decade
low. To make sure the new 6%-6.5% target is hit, China’s government
announced plans to cut taxes, boost infrastructure spending and
increase the flow of credit to small businesses.

Against this backdrop, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds posted a collective net
outflow of $10.2 billion for the week ending March 6 while $8.8 billion
flowed into Bond Funds and $30.9 billion into Money Market Funds.
Year-to-date Equity Funds have seen $26 billion redeemed while Bond
Funds have absorbed $76 billion. During the same period last year Bond
Funds collectively took in $62 billion and Equity Funds $110 billion.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Canada and Norway
Bond Funds posted their biggest weekly inflows since mid-1Q18 and
early 1Q16 respectively while redemptions from France Equity Funds hit
levels last seen in 2Q15. Commitments to Total Return Bond Funds
climbed to a 57-week high, High Yield Bond Funds saw their longest
inflow streak since early 4Q17 come to an end and Bank Loan Funds
experienced net redemptions for the 16th consecutive week.

After several weeks on the defensive, sector focused investors revisited
some of the growth-oriented fund groups in early March. Technology
Sector Funds posted consecutive weekly inflows for the first time since
late August, Financial Sector Funds snapped a run of outflows stretching
back to late October and Energy Sector Funds recorded their biggest
inflow since late 3Q18 while redemptions from Gold Funds hit an 85-
week high and Utilities Sector Funds posted their first outflow since late
January.

Know The Flows – ECB Confirms Signal That Europe Fund Flows Sent in February
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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On 1st of March, in-line with market expectation, the MSCI announced it will
raise the inclusion factor (IF) for A shares from 5% at present to 20% by end-
November 2019.

Mid caps will also be added at 20% IF in November, an upside surprise vs. the
originally proposed timeline (May 2020).

Upon completion of these three steps (listed as below), there will be 253 Large
and 168 Mid Cap A shares, including 27 ChiNext shares:

These changes will bring the pro-forma weight of A-shares in MSCI EM Index to
3.3%, vs 0.8% currently. Some years down the road, we will see 100% inclusion.
At that time, the pro-forma weight of A-share in MSCI EM will be at 14.6% (chart
1).

In terms of flows, a couple of major investment banks estimate that the total
15% planned IF increase could translate into around USD70bn of inflows to
China A by November 2019, assuming all active and passive mandates put China
A at neutral weights across key benchmarks (chart 2).

Continued page 9

China Insight: USD70bn of MSCI-driven Inflows Reaching China
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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Though the short term inflow trend is less predictable, we have to bear in
mind that northbound flows in the immediate days afterwards were not
exciting at all when MSCI announced its A-share inclusion decision last time
on 21 June 2017 (chart 3). However, if we look at a longer time horizon, we
note that international investor participation in China A has increased a lot
since June 2017 (chart 4).

The rising representation of A shares in global indexes, together with our
observation that EM funds are currently underweight the market, could
potentially create active (and some involuntarily) allocation demand to China
A over the next few months.

China Insight: USD70bn of MSCI-driven Inflows Reaching China
Back to Index Page



The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis. 

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in
prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed income and
commodity products.

We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.

For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your Account
Manager.
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• Major spike low off 104.87 at the start of the year indicates bearish

exhaustion

• Rejection from multi-year range lows paves the way for a renewed

attempt on the 114.55-115.51 range highs

_____________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy near 110.36/00 for an advance towards the 114.55/115.51 
area. Below 108.50 threatens further congestion/test lower

USD/JPY – Bulls Eyeing 2017-18 Highs
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 118.66 15 December 2016 high 
R4 115.51 10 March 2017 high 
R3 114.73 6 November 2017 high 
R2 114.55 4 October 2018 high 
R1 112.14 5 March 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 110.36 27 February 2019 low 
S2 110.00 23 January 2019 high 
S3 108.50 31 January 2019 low 
S4 104.87 3 January 2019 low 
S5 104.56 26 March 2018 low 
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• Extended the fall from 1.749 (2018 peak) to 1.121 (14 February

low/31-month rising trendline), ahead of shallow gains

• Yield bears are now resuming the five-month decline and risk is

seen to 1.121 and the 2018 low at 1.103

• A decisive break under this key support zone would confirm a

major 18-month top and risk extension to 1.046/0.951

• Only back above lower highs at 1.326 and 1.376 would negate

downside risk, signal basing and open 1.509/1.569

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for a return to strong support between 1.103-1.121, with scope 
to 1.046/0.951 on a sustained downside break. Reverse position on a 
clearance of 1.326/1.376

UK 10yr Yield – Decline Targets 1.121/1.103, Perhaps 1.046

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.569 8 November 2018 lower high, just under 76.4% retrace of the 1.749/1.121 fall 
R4 1.509 61.8% retrace of the 1.749/1.121 fall 
R3 1.437 22 November 2018 high, near 50% retrace of the 1.749/1.121 fall 
R2 1.376 18 January 2019 lower high, just over 38.2% retrace of the 1.749/1.121 fall 
R1 1.326 1 March 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.121 2019 low – 14 February, near a 31-month rising trendline and 50% of 0.501/1.749 rally 
S2 1.103 2018 low – 29 May 
S3 1.046 11 September 2017 high, gap low 
S4 0.951 8 September 2017 higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 0.501/1.749 rally at 0.977 
S5 0.923 2017 low – 14 June 
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• Extends this year’s ratio decline through 19.95/19.74 (December

2018/February 2019 lows) to suggest a three-month top under

25.13

• Studies are deteriorating and a return below 18.09 (200DMA nr

61.8% retrace of 13.88/25.13 rally) would confirm risk to 15.90

and 13.88 (2018 low)

• Near-term corrective gains are possible, but only above lower

highs at 20.50/21.90 would avert the current downside threat and

re-open 25.13

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await a ratio 
decline through 18.09 targeting 15.90, perhaps 13.88 on extension. Stop 
and reverse above 21.90

Gold/Oil Ratio – Topping Pattern Suggests Risk to 18.09/15.90

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 27.81 2017 peak – 21 June 
R4 26.11 21 July 2017 lower high 
R3 25.13 24-26 December 2018 recovery peaks 
R2 21.90 14 January 2019 lower high 
R1 20.50 25 February 2019 minor lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 18.09 200DMA, near 61.8% retrace of 13.88/25.13 recovery at 18.18 
S2 15.90 26/29 October 2018 low, just below 76.4% retrace of 13.88/25.13 recovery at 16.53 
S3 13.88 2018 low – 3 October, near 31 October 2014 higher low at 13.66 
S4 12.06 25/29 July 2014 lows 
S5 11.18 18 June 2014 higher low 
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